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Nothing is sacredhow drug companies
are taking over medical research

om McNett was the eccentric of our medical than address the root causes of their health issues And
school class While the rest of the ovenvorked it just SO happens that pharmaceutical salesperson

and underpaid students were gladly accepting gifts visited his office that day and left behind bunch of

from pharmaceutical salespeople Tom stood firm He free samples of cholesterol-lowering medication ts

would not accept the doctors bagful of supplies He quick and easy for the doctor to hand out these free

would not take much-needed all expenses paid vaca- samplesand patients of course are happy to receive

tion to the companys manufacturing headquarters He something for nothing But lets he realpharmaceutical
said he would not be bought by any drug company The companies provide those free samples for reason They
rest of us just shrugged our shoulders and went our know that significant percentage of patients will use

meriy way thinking Tom bit strange to turn down up the free sample and then ask the doctor for

such generosity prescription Nine times out of 10 the doctor will

That was almost 30 years ago and Ive long since write itand theres another long term customer on

lost touch with Tom McNett But cant help hut won the hook
der now what gave him such insight into the future

Foi indeed thug companies buy doctors all the tiri

Even worse now they can buy research too in support

of their latest products In todays world the industry And that leads us to another part of the problem

exerts its influence over almost every aspect of modern Most new drugs are taken on long-term basis to

medicine from edLication and private practice to prevent and treat chronic diseases like hypertension

research and journal publication
and high cholesterol or this reason efficacy and

You may he asking yourself why should care safety trials must be much more extensive with

about what the drug companies and doctors are doing extended timelines and huge groups of participants

with their time ill tell you why The tainted relation- All that time and all those people add up to very

ship between pharmaceutical companies and the mcd- expensive trials Its estimated that the costs for clevel

ical community ultimately affects the medical care you oping just one new drug run between $300 million and

and your family receive from the recommendations $600 million

you get from your family doctor to the availability and With that much money at stake pharmaceutical

efficacy of new drugs that treat serious and common companies get little impatient For every day of

health problems delay in securing FDA approval manufacturer

loses an average of $1.3 million.2 These companies
want results and want them now so they can get

1.0
through the costly development phase and move on

Heres common example Lets say you visit the to making profits

doctor for your annual physical and are told that you Drug companies used to rely on medical schools

have high cholesterol Your doctor may talk about the and teaching hospitals to conduct clinical trials for

importance of diet exercise and other lifestyle choic- their new products But academia didnt always share

esbut he knows that patients would rather take pill their sense of urgency The institutions pesky review

processes slowed things down requiring approval of
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fj studies cforc they even began hngsjust didnt move -fast enough
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exposed debunking the negative ..

cove-aeo veetmidie so thLyvc iounct way aiound that piobkm nw breLd of tn rd

Recoes Get out of the kitchen party companies has sprung up offering to conduct clinical trais for

Quick-and-easy wraps and salads drug compamesfor fee These contract-research organizations

EROs can handle every aspect of the research process from creating the
NeN iood cui ood news or

migrane sufferersa oossible cure stuuy design with input from the manufacturer to preparing articles for

for the American epidemic submission to medical lournals This relationship is growing trend in

1991 acaoemic mcdica centcrs received 80 pelcent of thc drug nduslrys
Keepi up it 1cju-

lunus for research by i998 their share had dropped to only 4d percent.-

News hrie Are the benefits i-land in hand with this trend is the ne source of the funding for all

ofoenzymeQio alla myth this expensive private research As you may have guessed most of the
Calcium in milk may increase

cancer risk
funcs now come from industry On average 70 percent of funding for

clinical drug trials in the United States now comes from pharmaceutical

JhAMDII M.D KeriDanz companies.4 he ational Institute of Teaith does provide some fLind

Publisher Research ianager i.ng but the government cannot keep up with the demand and the

Jenny Thompson John Piobut
expense of long-term population-based studies

Assotat Publisher Edtorial saocictx
Riss Fordi Amanda Ross

they watch valuabie source of revenue dry up academic medical

Editorial Director Designer centers have tried to woo back the drug companies Not only are they
Ksren Reddel Ramsey Brisueño

losing funding they fire also losing staff Academia cannot compete with
Assocate EdiLor Su scriber oate
Jennifer Taylor Arnold Ron Ramsey

the high salaries and perks that the CROs can offer IV any teaching cen

2000 Agoia South L.L.C 819 Charles St ters have created new researcti divisions in an attempt to stay competi
Baltimore MD 21201 Reproduction in whole or in part tive Sonic have relaxed their conflict-of-interest standards allowing
is prohibited without wi itten permission of the publish

Dr John McDougalls To You Halth is published
staff members to proht from the fruits of their research For example

monthly byAgora South 819 Chailes Baltimo Llarv.Irl University School of Medicine had long been the strictest of
MD 21201 Subscription rates are 574 per yeai

Pe iodicals postage is pending at Baltimore MD and at
the strict prohhiting its staff members from holding more than $20000

additional mailing officea POSTMASTER Send addresa worth of stock in any company involved in their research But in the
changes to Dr John McDougalls To You Hrclih 819

Charles St Baltimore MD 220 race growing pressure even this stalwart institution is considering

For questions reja ding
lowering the bar

please call or write reader aei vices at 819 NI Charles

St Baltimore MD 21201 tel 410223-2611 9a.m.- .3YflT1r- j.1 D.L .L -iuric
p.m EDT Mon-Fri fax 4101223-2619 Send can-

cellations to P.O Box 206 Baltimoc MD 21203 hen Critics begm to pomt out the obvious problems with these nc.v

All material in this publication is provided for informs- trends the pharmaceutical/medical community feigns offense How
tion only and may not be construed as medical advice could anyone insinuate that these people who are committed to heal
er instruction i\lo action should be taken based solely

on the contents of this publication instead eaders ing have anything hut the public best interests at heart iilluence is

should consult
appropriate

health professionals on
any difficult thing to prove but new report published in the A/en En1and

matter relating to thee health and well-being The infor-

mation and
opinions provided in this publication are

Jouiiial of Methane comes close

believed to be accui ate and sound based on the beat summary of interviews with 39 people involved in the new-drug
iudgement awailable to the authors but eadei who fail

to consult with appropriate health authorities assume research-and-approval process the researcher lound striking examples of

the risk of any iniuriea The publishe is not responsible undue influence from all corners For example studies may be carefully
or errors or omissions

designed to produce favorable results for the product In series of trials

Or missioiv For ovei 27 yeai Dr John McDougall

has been fighting to bring nutrition to the forefront of
of nonsteroUai anti-inflammatory drugs SAIDs one researcher touna

mainstream medicine Frustrated by the establish- that only percent of the trial participants were over age 65 even
men resistance to logic and to years of evidence

om his clinic he set ou to educate health-conscious though the use of such drugs is most prevalent among tne elderly Also

people about the medicinal qualities of food foi the in 48 percent of the NSAID comparison trials the close of the sponsor
treatment and prevention of many of todays most

th
eatening

diseases He is dedicated to teaching you ing company drug was higher than that of the competitor thereby

how to transform your life and to achieve optimum providing more pain relief

health and appea ante by using the life-giving
foods

_______
that were designed for

youi body In addition each
ibid
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month he will

bring you news of his latest healing and
bid

weight-loss discoveries
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7egetarianism has recently diet linked to birth defects But if small uncontrolled stLidy shouki rot

been making front-page you read the actual sludy some scare you or your family away from

news nfortunatcly the news isn interesting things become appar- healthy vegetarian diet

good Maybe youve seen the lead ent First the study does not make
blc1-

stories in the mainstream media that it clear how the label vegetarian
-iFfl i1J iI

have hnkcd plant based diet to was detincd Vegetarian statt was
II

such serious health concerns as determined by self-reporting

blindness and birth defects It may queslionnaire completed by the Another example of distorted

sound real and very scary hut dont women during the 32nd week of media coverage occurred when sto

be fooled hese loose associations pregnancy The stucty explains ries appearect with headli.cs Zke

and leaps of logic make good copy vaguely that women were asked StricL VegetarIans can Develop

and create more fuel for the cur- how often they ate various types of Blindness and Brain Damage
rently raging diet wars but they food nowadays and whether or These headlines were based on

dont change the truth Vegetar- not they were vegetarians but it letter to the editor of thc New

ianism has much less associated does not elaborate Many people Englwidiowmil of Medicine con-

health risk than any other type of cerning the case of one man in

dieteven if it does receive lot .-- France.2 The lette reported that

of negative press Get the facts 33-year-old man who had followed

before you change your ways _-.i__ --

---

vegan diet for 13 years had dcvel

ODLCl SLVLIt blLitdral optic nLu/Iii
pathy oi progi cssivc vision loss

After complete examination his
--- .- ---

--

-- doctors determined that his condi
irst were the reports that moth- -f

--

tion was due to deficiency of vita

ers who followed vegetarian diet mm B12 nutrient found

during pregnancy were five times
call themsetves vegetarians without in meats and fish Vitamin 812

more likely to have baby boy with
following truly vegetarian diet Did plays an important role in the

birth defect known as hypospadias these women eat fish Dairy prod- maintenance of healthy nerves
About one in 300 baby boys is born ucts Other animal fats We just including the optic nerve The
with this defect in which the penis dont know from this research letter goes on to state that BI2

opening is found on the underside Secoid the numbers in this deficiency also causes neurologic
rather than at the tip study were so small that its hard to disturhances hence the brain

Out of the 7928 baby boys born feel confident about the results damage headline For the record
to mothers participating in the When you review the data carefullj the case in question had flO signs
Avon Longitudinal Study of

you see that only about 321 women of such disturbances

regnancy and Childhood 51 cases
in the study identified themselves as

of hypospBdias were identltLd
vegetarians That 321 out or rnoie

he study then reported that baby than 7.000 Among those 32i vege-
if 2J 2TT3T .ii

boys whose mothers were vegetari- tarian mothers only seien babies itamin Fi deficiency is actually

an had an adjusted odds ratio of were horn with hypospadias thats veiy rare even among vcgans
4.99meaning that those boys 2.2 percent These arc hardly stag-

because the vitamin is stored in the

were almost five times more likely
gering numbers body for years But for people who

to have been born with the defect The researchers involved in this maintain strict vegan diet for sev
than other boys study suggest that phvtoestrogens era years do recommend 312

he headline that was splashed in plant foods and soy products supplement of approximately

across newspapers was Vegetarian may contribute to hypospaclias micrograms daily This is particular-

-- And their findings may he cause for ly important to pregnant or nursing
British Journal of Urology International 85107-113 2000

-New England Journal of Medicine 342897-898 2000
aduitional research But this singe Coniiiwedon page



that have been pushed by the wayside for lack of

Continued from page
research funding And if we cant trust published

medical research what can we trust Some things
he report also shows that even if trials still yield should he held to the hghest possible standardand

unfavorable results the drug companies can always medical research is one of them
withhold the research In shocking examples several Its true that drug research has brought us many
researchers tell how they were threatened with legal valuable medicines that improve peoples lives every
action if they published their negative findings on

day But if these disturbing trends are allowed 10
certain drugs They discovered too late that their

continue afraid the situation will only get worse
contracts prohibited the release of any information With the phenomenal profits being made on phar
without consent of the manufacturer Less overt cen-

maceuticals the push is on to develop new drugs and
sorship OCCUS even more frequently with companies make more money
simply stalling and diverting attention from an unfavor- So what can be done Many of these issues are out
able study until the researcher moves on to new cause

of your control but you can take steps to protect your-

.0
self and your family Dont blindly accept free drug

samples horn your doctor Ask sues ions ard do your

own research before you begin taking any prescription
You may argue that the funding for medical medication It may take some digging but it is possible

research has to come from somewhere and may as to get information about prescription medications and
well come from the drug companies which certainly the studies that support themincluding who funded

can afford it But this means that new drugs arc those studies And be sure to ask your doctor about

increasingly evaluated by their potential for profit this issue you may Just make him think Maybe we all

not on their ability for saving lives or curing illness- should have seen this problem coming years ago as my
es Pharmaceutical companies want medications that old friend Tom did But OflC things for sureit doesnt
they can patent and that have the greatest potential take clinical research to tell you that this situation is

market reach The alternative-medicine community bad medicine
is awash with stories of promising new treatments ------------- ---- __________

new study disputes the efficacy of the popular of normal reading After six months of treatment

supplement coenzyme Qm in treating congestive with either CoQio or placebo neither group showed

heart failure This nutrient also known as CoQio or significant improvement in any of these key indicators

ubiquinonc is believed to affect many key organs in This study contradicts several previous studies

the body including the heart CoQio plays an impor- that supported heart healthy claims for CoQio More
tant role in the production of energy and is naturally research is needed to accurately assess the effects of

present in high concentrations in the heart Previous this nutrient on the heart

studies have shown that low levels of it may contribute If youre currently taking CoQio its okay to con
to heart failure tinue There are few adverse effects that could result

But in study of 46 patients with congestive heart from taking the supplement.. and as said the final

failure CoQio did not demonstrate any effect on word is not yet in

ejection fraction blood pumping contractions peak
_______

oxygen consumption or exercise duration during

standard heart tests We welcome your nputl
this study group of 46 patients with heart If youre using Dr McDougalls program and would like to share

disease were randomly divided into two groups one your success stories please write to us Your
story may help to

inspire others and may give us new ideas for articles Send mail to
group received 200 milligrams of oQio daily while

the other took placebo At the beginning of the
Dr McDouga oYour Hea

819 hares St Batimore MD 2O
study all participants had election fractions less than

Due to high volume of reader mail we may not be able to

40 percent 65 percent is the lower end of the nor-
respond personally to each letter However your letter will

mal scale and peak oxygen consumption of less than be read and taken into consideration for future issues and

17 mL/kg of body weight per minute less than half
1special

reports
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Good news for mgrarne sufferers

possbIe cure for the Amencan epdemc
Headaches Theyre as American as baseball and

apple pie Some 10 million Americans suffer from the

severe migraine variety while countless others experi

ence frequent pain tension and pressure in the head

and sinuses headache regardless of the type is

often brushed off as just another symptom of the fast-

paced high-stress world we live in But before you

decide to blame your pain on life in general take

look at what youre eating

The diet/headache connection isnt new theory

For few years now doctors have suggested that

migraines could result from allergic reactions to

certain foods and there are people who have found

relief after identifying and eliminating these offend

ers But only recently has mainstream medicine

begun to seriously consider dietary influence on

migraines and now there is growing body of evi

dence to explain this biochemical phenomenon..
which goes way beyond the idea of allergies jy
research shows that migraines may be caused by

something even more prevalenta high-fat high-

cholesterol low-carbohydrate diet

In study of 54 migraine sufferers in California

doctors found strong correlation between the con

sumption of dietary fats and headache frequency

Participants who took in less than 69 grams of fat per

day had an estimated mean of 5.4 headaches per

month while the subjects who consumed at least 69

grams of fat daily averaged 10 headaches per month.1

But less than 69 grams of fat per day could still

be lot of fat So the study set out to find if truly

low-fat diet could bring down the migraine frequency

even more All 54 participants were instructed to

maintain food diary and keep their fat intake at or

below 20 grams day for 28 days Fifty-one subjects

reported better than 40 percent improvement in

migraine frequency during the intervention period

In fact 35 of them improved their headache indexes

by 85 to 100 percent.2

High-fat diet sets off chain reaction

This study and others suggest that most migraine

sufferers have one thing in commonhigh blood lev

els of lipids like cholesterol and free fatty acids High
concentrations of these compounds can trigger

whole range of reactions in the body setting the stage

for pounding pain in the head

When the bloodstream is full of lipids and fatty

acids which comes from eating high-fat diet

platelets clump together or aggregate Some platelets

are destroyed in this process releasing their stores of

different compounds This can upset the delicate

chemical balance and lead to vasodilation the expan
sion of blood vessels When the blood vessels of the

brain expand in this way it causes pain and potentially

nausea vomiting and vision disturbances namely

migraine headache

Several byproducts of this process may contribute

to headaches as well As platelets are being destroyed

for example they release the hormone serotonin You

may be familiar with serotonin as neurotransmitter

that plays role in depression But this compound
has other important jobs too including stimulating

vasoconstriction the contraction of blood vessels
Under normal circumstances serotonin might be

able to counteract the effects of vasodilation and

sidetrack that oncoming headache But when sero

tonin is released during platelet aggregation it is

broken down and excreted in the urine before it can

do its job Fatty acids in the blood particularly in

the form of linoleic acid also lead to the increased

production of prostaglandins the compounds that

cause vasodilation

Down with fat up with complex carbs

for pain-free future

The key then to curing migraine headaches is to

prevent vasodilation while maintaining steady sero

tonin levels healthy diet can accomplish both of

those goals Other aspects of good diet can help

too diet high in complex carbohydrates is not only

low in fat but also rich in vitamin B6 and tryptophan

both of which play roles in serotonin synthesis.3

Many of my patients have found relief from

headaches as welcome side effect after adopting my
plan plant-based diet like the McDougall plan

based on vegetables fruits whole grains and

legumes has all the ingredients for life free of

headachesits naturally low in fat and cholesterol

and is full of complex carbohydrates If you regularly

suffer from migraines what do you have to lose Give

these suggestions try and youll see that migraines

arent all in your headtheyre on your plate

Journal of Womens Health and Gender-Based Medicine 8623-630 1999
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two more O-day programs

Vc would Like to help you or Aug and Sept 2000 begin special 10-day programs that save
friend get started on the McDougall you time ly one week off workT and money raiisform your life

program so we are offering two of the for good in Californias beautiful Napa Valley Look and feel better

most fundamental books for half-price in just 10 days he McDougall program will change your life forev

The McDougall Program-12 Dais to
er and

pi.t you on the road to dynamc health

Diiamic Health regularly $14.95 now Reach toward your ideal weight

S7.50 learn how to do the world- Watch your cholesterol and blood-sugar levels fall

Decrease your dependence on medications
renowned hosm tal-hased McDougali

Manage stress

program at home includes 100 rectpes Increase endurance for work and play
The lVeii McDougall Cookbook regu- 1-ontrol serious health problems such as diabetes and high

larly 13.95 now S7.00 over 300 of blood pressure

our favorite healthy recipes tel
Reduce risk for cancer arthritis and heart disease

800570-1654 or 7071576-1654 Web The McDougall Program at the St Helena 1-entei for Health was rated the No
weight-loss and health-enhancing piogram in the country by the Physicians committee

site cirmcdoua11 drmcdouall.corn
--

for Responsible Medicine
$4 Sl for first hook and 52 for each

Thke charge of your health Experience the program that has enabled thousands to

additional book in the US outside US
change their diet and improve their health and quality of life Join Dr .lohn McDougall

S7/$3 sales tax in California and his team of professionals in the Napa Valleythe residential programs begin on Aug

Mail orders to P.O Box 14039 Stiiitt
ii and Sept 2000 Ior reservations and information please call us or visit our Web site

Rosa Cl- 95402
www.sthe ena osptaLorg

MeDougal Program at the Helena 1-enter for Health

_______ t80O358-9195 or 707963-62O7

Dr McDougalls Right Thods 12-day programs begin Aug 13 Oct anc Nov 26
provide people with convenient and

cleuciouswaytostcktoahealthy 71
diet enjoy all 16 varieties including

tI iTh
--

hot cereals soups meals and Tune in to the TBN network on Thursday Aug 17 repeated on Aug 19 for the TV
dessert Try Oatmeal Barley with show McDougall M.D. and see compelling interview between Dr McDougall and

peaches Raspberries lashed Dr Henry Heimlich creator of the Heimlich maneuved The show airs at 430 ani PST

PotatoesCountry Garden Style
730 am EST if youd like to see more of Dr McDougall on TBN write to TBN P.O

Box Santa Anna CA 92711
Ch1i tin Beans and Corn Chips

If youd like to purchase Dr McDougall television programs on videotape
pilt ea din oaney oup or

they re aailabie tor $10 per episode plus shipping more outside Tapes are 30
lortilla Soup ith Baked chips minutes each and come in VHS icrmat only

These meals are perfect for work There is total of 47 shosvs You can find complete list on Dr McDouealls

school and travel tel 800367-3844 Website www.drmcdougall.com

fax ó5O635-60lOi eb site
SOis WORJrES OTHER TITLES ALSO AILABLE

drmcdougall@drmcdougall.com DR HENRY IMLICH
Dr Henry Heimlich des eloper of the world-

MAMMOGRAPHY
ft .1 .--

--

famous Ileimnlich mancuser talks about how to HEALTI-IY DIE
sue drosvnin skiims stoppino or preventine

Ask about our easytouse anu corn asthma anack and malaria therapy to help
ANIMAl RIGHTS-VEGETARI.-\NISM

prehensive health kits-S Maximum tight diseases like AiDS and Cancer
CHILDREN AND VIiGFTAR1ANISM

Weioht Loss Womens Ucaith Heart ROSTATE CANCER
Lighty percent ol all men will deselop prostate

DEN IAL AMAL GAMS
lIealth or Quick Easy cooking Ihey cancer du inc their lifespan Learn what new

HFRBS
include the tools you need to achieve treatments are available and how to catch this

problem cails CANCLR BATTLE PLAN
your ontimal weight and health won-

PROGESTERONE AND MENOPAUSE
derlul gift for yourself or friend Call Dr Barber Mueller pioneer in breast-cancer

research joins Dr McDoucall to discuss the MENOPAUSE
h00367-3S44 tax o5O6.x-ólO Web

radical mastectomy vs lumpectomy

site drnicdougall@ drni.cdougall.com
ANIMAL RIGHTS

place on- order call 30057O-l.65fax 707576-3313

or E-mail offlce@drmcdougall.com Cre lit cards accepte



Drink your milk Weve been hearing it since

before we learned to talk The legendary benefits of

calcium and vitamin have penetrated most house

holds in our society Now however two new studies

show link between the consumption of dairy products

and the risk of prostate cancer

Researchers at the Harvard School of Public

Health and Brigham and Womens Hospital in

Boston tracked participants in the Physicians Health

Study for 11 years At the beginning of the study

participants completed questionnaire detailing

their daily intake of dairy products like milk cheese

and ice cream At the end of the study period 1012
of the 20885 men had developed prostate cancer

Not only is percent cancer development shocking

and scary but researchers determined that the men
who consumed at least 1/2 servings of dairy food

each day were 30 percent more likely to develop

prostate cancer than those who consumed less than

half serving per day.1

Youve been hearing all your life that vitamin is

good for you Dairy products particularly milk are

fortified with vitamin particular form of the

vitamin known as 125 dihydroxyvitamin is

believed to protect against prostate cancer But this

study and others suggest that the calcium in milk

in the body recent press release from the Harvard

School of Public Health reported that men who
drank more than six glasses of milk per week had

lower levels of the protective form of vitamin than

men who drank less than two glasses per week.2

We need to reevaluate what we were taught as

children Milk and other dairy products can do more

harm than good

Santa Rosa Press Democrat April 2000 A7
Harvard School of Public Health press release April 2000

Debunking negative coverage of vegetarian diets

Continued from page

women Still the widespread reporting of this one iso

lated case of vision loss with nothing but anecdotal

reports from the patient of his long-term vegan diet

seems irresponsible

Every year hundreds of thousands of people die

from heart disease as result of the rich American

diet This epidemic doesnt make headlines Yet when
few isolated problems are associated with people

who claim to follow plant-based diet its lead story

Ive always said that people love to hear good news

about their bad habits These misconstrued news

reports just give people one more reason to rationalize

their unhealthy lifestyles and continue to eat them
selves sick

Issue wrap-up

Money drives the medical and pharmaceutical industries just as it does most other businesses However
we commonly lose sight of this fact and think that our doctors and the drug companies are looking out for

our best interests putting our welfare first Thats not the case Youre dealing with regular people who are

out to make buck That doesnt mean you cant trust anyone in the industry it just means that before you
start taking any medications you need to do some research You should use the same consumer savvy that

you use when youre buying used car or hiring an auto mechanic You can protect yourself and your family

P.S In next months To Your Health youll learn the truth about Alzheimers diseasenot just what youve
been hearing from the mainstream media Also find out how women can protect themselves from stroke ..and

how common chemical may be influencing the next generation

Cakium in milk linked may actually lower levels of this form of vitamin

prostate cancer

John McDougall MD graduated from the Michigan State University Medical School and completed his residency training
in internal medicine at the

University of Hawaii He is board-certified specialist in internal medicine and one of the worlds leading experts on health and nutrition As medical director

of revolutionary program at St Helena Hospital in Naps Valley California he has attracted national acclaim for helping people of virtually all ages to over
come chronic illnesses and reverse life-threatening

conditions

Dr McDougall is the author of several nationally best-selling books including The McDougall Plan McDougalls Medicines
Challenging

Second Opinion the

McDougall Pro gram 12 Days to Dynamic Health and The McDau
gall Program for Maximum Weight Lass

Dr McDougalls face will be familiar to many from his television appearances on CNN The Phil Donahue Show and other programs He also hosts his own

nationally syndicated television program McDougall M.D shown throughout the country


